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Abstract. A key educational finding from learning research is that every student brings preconceptions about how the world works to every learning situation, and that these initial understandings need to be explicitly targeted as part of an effective instructional process. Our work focuses on the design and evaluation of an end-to-end prototype of a “customized learning service for concept knowledge (CLICK)” to enable student-centered customizations by comparing learners’ conceptual understandings, depicted as concept maps, with reference domain concept maps generated by analyzing digital library resources. These comparisons enable learning environments to provide customized retrieval, delivery, and presentation of educational resources drawn from digital libraries. Preliminary analysis of data collected in a study with human experts has validated our research approach and provided key insights concerning our design strategy for the natural language processing components of CLICK.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, cognitive research has examined the role of background knowledge, individual differences and preferred learning styles in influencing learning outcomes [1]. A key finding is that every student brings preconceptions about how the world works to every learning situation, and that these initial understandings need to be explicitly targeted as part of the instructional process. Simultaneously, there have been major demographic shifts taking place in learning populations the world over, with many classrooms containing learners from diverse cultural backgrounds and prior experiences [2]. Educators increasingly need support to customize educational content and activities to meet the needs of a heterogeneous student population [3].

In this paper, we discuss our work related to the design and evaluation of an end-to-end “customized learning service for concept knowledge” (hereafter referred to as the CLICK Service). The goal of this service is to support learner understanding of science content and to promote effective learning processes through the customized retrieval, delivery, and presentation of educational resources drawn from digital libraries. Student-centered customizations will be made by analyzing learners’ work artifacts (e.g., student essays) to automatically generate a concept map depicting their existing understanding. The CLICK Service compares these student maps with “reference” concept maps that depict essential domain ideas to identify potential gaps or misconceptions in learner understanding. The CLICK Service delivers relevant digital library resources to the learner, contextually presented within a concept map, to support further student investigations in the identified areas. Our research is guided by the following research questions:

1. What are effective operations for comparing concept maps to identify conceptual gaps in student understanding of science ideas?

2. How can natural language processing techniques be used to analyze digital library resources and student essays to create concept maps that effectively depict essential science domain ideas and student understanding of science topics?

3. How can automatically generated concept maps be used to customize interactions between the learner and digital library-based learning environments?

4. How effective are customized learning interactions for concept knowledge in supporting learning processes and learner understanding of science content?

The science content focus for our work includes the US high school (grades 9-12) Earth science learning goals specified in the “Changes in the Earth’s Surface” Strand Map, published by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the National Science Teacher’s Association [4]. This map specifies 21 nationally-recognized learning goals defining what high school students should know, or be able to do, with respect to understanding plate tectonics and weathering, building on abstract concepts such as multiple, interacting time scales, and energy and heat transfer. Student-centered customizations, such as those envisioned for the CLICK Service, are predicated on the existence of rich dynamic models of student understanding [5, 6]. Such models depict the key ideas that learners should understand, how these ideas are interconnected, and how these ideas change over time [4, 7, 8]. We will use innovative natural language processing (NLP) techniques to analyze grade-appropriate educational resources about Changes in the Earth’s Surface, drawn from collections in the Digital Library for Earth System Science (www.DLESE.org), to create reference concept maps of the science topic. These reference maps model the core concepts found in these learning resources and the interconnections between these concepts. The basic assumption behind this approach is that these reference maps, computationally derived by analyzing library resources (e.g., background texts, lesson plans, classroom activities, and lab activities), will prove to be rich and robust representations of essential science concepts for a targeted topic and grade range. We will extend these NLP techniques to the analysis of student-generated essays to develop representations of current student...
understandings that can be compared with the reference maps. Essays have been selected as a vehicle for capturing student understanding because writing essays is a familiar task for students. Essays also provide an appropriate form of verbal data for processing using a variety of NLP techniques. However, the CLICK Service aims to provide generalized supports for conceptual knowledge remediation in a variety of online learning environments. We will assess student learning by studying students’ cognitive and behavioral processes when using the CLICK Service as compared to an existing interface for the Digital Library for Earth System Education (DLESE), and by measuring and comparing student conceptual change.

Over the past decade, there has been vocal and visible public demand in the US for improved science education across the national, state, and local levels, and a call for greater access to quality science education for all citizens [9-11]. In part, this call is being answered by the emergence of operational digital libraries devoted to science education across a range of science, mathematics, engineering and technology disciplines. Two prominent examples are the National Science Digital Library (www.NSDL.org) and the Digital Library for Earth System Education (www.DLESE.org). Both of these library efforts aim to make accessible an array of high-quality collections to serve diverse constituencies of users, from research scientists, to educators, to students, at all educational levels, in both formal and informal settings [12-14]. The outcomes of this research will provide a model for building student-centered learning environments on top of educational digital library platforms. This customized learning support represents a critical step towards making digital library resources more useful for diverse and heterogeneous student populations.

2 RELATED RESEARCH

Concept maps can be effective representations to diagnose learner understanding and to scaffold the development of abstract science concepts. Concept maps are node-link diagrams that depict concepts and their interrelationships. In our work, nodes contain richly descriptive statements that capture robust concepts and ideas related to a domain. Prior research suggests that concept maps can offer effective encodings of complex science domain knowledge. Concept maps have been shown to be reliable representations of learner understanding and flexible models to track and assess cognitive development [15]. Recent research shows promise for the use of node and link element matching to assess student concept maps computationally [16]. In addition, learning research suggests that concept maps promote the development of macro-level understandings and more effective learning in cooperative situations, especially for low knowledge learners [17]. Our own research has shown that concept maps to support conceptual search in digital libraries encourages learners to focus more on the science content of their task, and less on the operational details of performing searches [18]. We are extending this prior research to consider whether presenting digital library resources in the context of an overarching conceptual representation can scaffold performance of the necessary cognitive skills to integrate information from multiple digital library resources into flexible and coherent mental models.

Natural language processing techniques may be employed to generate structured summaries of text documents. The problem of getting computers to produce structured text representations, such as concept maps, can be viewed as a problem of natural language generation. Fluent generation is a key component in many NLP applications including spoken dialog systems, knowledge-based tutorial systems, and machine translation systems. Over the last decade, systems that generate by summarizing have increasingly become the method of choice in domains where existing source documents contain the material needed for output documents [19]. Current approaches to summarization vary along a number of interesting dimensions including: whether they produce a summary from a single document or across multiple documents, whether they simply extract sentences from the source documents or actually synthesize sentences as output, and whether the systems are domain independent or based on a particular content domain [20]. As we will see, each of these dimensions is relevant to the problem of generating concept maps for use in the CLICK Service prototype.

The customization components within the CLICK Service extend prior research on model-based adaptive learning environments and conversational learning theory. Adaptive learning environments provide learners with tailored guidance for particular learning tasks [21]. Customization mechanisms in adaptive environments often make use of three types of underlying information models: an expert domain knowledge model, a model of current student understanding, and a pedagogical strategy model [22]. Adaptive learning research efforts using different approaches for modeling and comparing domain and learner knowledge, such as cognitive modeling [23] and semantic analysis [24, 25], have consistently demonstrated positive educational impacts.

Adaptive learning systems require a computational component capable of determining an appropriate pedagogical strategy; i.e., a means of identifying effective instructional remediations, developing appropriate system responses, and providing useful feedback to the learner [22]. Conversational learning theory provides a framework that promotes the construction of flexible knowledge structures through coherent information personalization and integration [26]. This emphasis on supporting information integration makes this theory particularly relevant to application in digital library-based learning environments. According to this theory of learning, understanding of a topic takes place as a result of a structured, focused and iterative conversation between an instructor and a learner [26, 27]. Understanding is achieved when the instructor is satisfied with the level of agreement between her own and the learner’s conception of a topic, and conversational moves are motivated by differences between these conceptions. To support developing a coherent conceptual understanding of a topic, the instructor-learner conversation has to be anchored in a specific conversational domain, which is a detailed representation of the topic under study, encoded as a knowledge structure. The instructor-learner dialogue serves to construct and reconstruct learner understanding, conceptions and misconceptions about a topic. The theory outlines several types of tailored pedagogical responses – discursive, reflexive, and adaptive [28] – for furthering dialogue about student conceptions.

3 THE CLICK CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The conversational theory of learning [26, 28] guides the design of our conceptual approach. As shown in Figure 1, the learner and the learning environment engage in an ongoing dialogue that provides opportunities for the learner to take action to enhance her own
understanding and for the learning environment to respond with appropriate feedback. Throughout this dialogue, both the learner and the learning environment enact interactions consistent with the conversational learning theory dialogue types, namely discursive, adaptive, and reflective interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversational Learning Theory</th>
<th>CLICK Conceptual Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discursive</td>
<td>Generate Reference Concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Map Model Fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>Select Response Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discursive</td>
<td>Construct Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>Student Reflection on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identified Concepts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. CLICK conceptual framework**

Discursive interactions make thinking visible by externalizing internal conceptualizations for dialogue between the learner and the instructor. In the CLICK conceptual framework, digital library resources provide the necessary domain text-base to generate reference concept maps of science topics. The learning environment prepares and delivers to the learner selected fragments of its reference concept map and relevant digital library resources. Similarly, learners externalize their understanding through essays that provide the text-base to generate concept map representations of their understanding. In these interactions, the learning environment exposes its knowledge structures to the learner to facilitate thinking about science concepts, and the learner exposes her internal conceptions for assessment and feedback.

Adaptive interactions guide the instructor-learner dialogue based on the instructor’s assessment of the learner’s current conceptual understanding. In the CLICK conceptual framework, the learning environment compares reference concept maps to student concept maps to identify conceptual gaps and select a learner-appropriate response. CLICK response types are characterized by three key dimensions: the resource type(s) of the relevant educational digital library resources, the content of those educational resources, and the information presentation selected to provide feedback to the learner. The learning environment leverages its internal reference concept map and assessment of learner understanding to prepare and deliver a learner-appropriate response, thus engaging in adaptive dialogue.

Reflective interactions enable the learner to establish meaningful connections between her current understanding, instructor feedback and the learning task. In the CLICK conceptual framework, the learner processes the feedback from the learning environment, uses the returned digital library resources, and engages in reflective response by integrating and internalizing newly identified concepts to evolve her current conceptual understanding.

Consider the scenario where Heather, a 12th grade science student, has been assigned the task of writing an online essay on the causes of earthquakes using CLICK. CLICK has previously processed digital library resources from DLESE to construct a reference concept map of Changes in the Earth’s Surface, which includes the concepts about plate tectonics shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Partial plate tectonics reference concept map**

Heather writes that earthquakes can occur all over the world and requests feedback from CLICK. CLICK analyzes and detects critical differences between Heather’s essay and node 1 of its internal reference concept map. To address this misconception, CLICK presents the contents of this node to Heather as a hint. CLICK’s response makes Heather reflect on the inaccuracy of her current conception. Heather remembers that there are more earthquakes in California than in Colorado. Heather explores this difference using a DLESE resource about plate boundaries suggested by CLICK. This educational resource helps Heather understand that earthquakes are concentrated along plate boundaries.

Heather continues writing her essay indicating that two plates pushing against each other cause earthquakes and that land above such plates is more susceptible to earthquakes. At this point, Heather requests CLICK to verify her conception. CLICK detects that Heather’s essay closely resembles the concepts embedded in the three nodes labeled 2 in Figure 1, but she is missing the concepts that “divergent boundaries and transform boundaries also cause earthquakes”. CLICK presents these fragments of the reference concept map to Heather as a suggestion for improvement, including links to access age-appropriate digital library resources from DLESE relevant to these concepts. With CLICK’s assistance, Heather begins to understand the relationships between these concepts.

### 4 CLICK RESEARCH COMPONENTS

Our overall research agenda comprises the following key components: expert study, concept map generation, CLICK service implementation, and educational impacts assessment.
4.1 Expert study

The expert study serves to gather human data on reference and concept map representations, and processes for comparing them. The purpose of this study is three-fold: (1) to understand how human experts extract conceptual knowledge from educational resources and student work, (2) to understand the processes by which human experts compare concept maps to identify potential differences in understanding, and (3) to understand how experts select digital library resources for appropriate instructional remediations.

The study participants include science domain and instructional design experts drawn from the University Center for Atmospheric Research and the Department of Geology at the University of Colorado at Boulder. We are working with domain and instructional design experts to identify approximately 20 DLESE resources corresponding to the learning goals from the Changes in the Earth’s Surface Strand Map. An equivalent number of student essays have been elicited from undergraduate students with little additional science education beyond their high school courses.

In order to understand how humans extract conceptual information from textual materials, expert participants generate concept maps for each of the selected library resources and student essays. From these concept maps, experts work collaboratively to distill a reference map synthesizing the important science concepts and ideas reflected in the resources. For concept maps to be a useful tool for identifying students’ conceptual needs, processes and mechanisms for comparing the reference map and the concept maps of student essays must be identified. Thus, the expert participants compare each of the student essays to the reference map to identify gaps in understanding and to recommend the types of digital library resources that may be used by the learner to build knowledge in the identified area.

The reference map, the identified comparison processes, and the remediation recommendations will inform the design of the CLICK Service prototype. The concept maps and the reference map resulting from this study will also be used to guide the development and evaluation of the NLP algorithms used to automatically generate concept maps.

4.2 Concept map generation

We are casting the problem of generating concept maps for specific science domains from digital educational resources as a problem in multi-document analysis and summarization. Our second problem of generating concept map representations of individual student essays is treated as a process of information extraction through the alignment of the contents of students’ essays with the appropriate reference map for the domain in question.

Most state-of-the-art multi-document summarizers [19] operate by first segmenting source documents into fundamental text units, such as sentences and paragraphs, and then grouping these units into clusters of similar units. These systems operate by first characterizing the units as a vector of features derived from a linguistic analysis of each unit. Typical features include the set or words that occur in the unit, their parts of speech, larger syntactic base phrases, syntactic structure, etc. Once the units are represented formally as a vector of features, a similarity metric [29, 30] can be employed to project the sentences into a space based on the distance between sentences imposed by the similarity measure. Based on the topology of this space a set of clusters can then be extracted. The resulting clusters are taken to represent the various topics discussed in the source documents. Roughly, these clusters will correspond to the nodes typically found in concept maps such as the ones shown earlier in Figure 2. The key tasks here include the selection/development of a suitable similarity metric and an effective clustering mechanism. A key challenge in this task, not found in most summarization settings, will be to deal with, and exploit, the fact that our digital educational resources are typical Web artifacts consisting of images, diagrams, and a potentially complex hypertext structure.

Having determined the set of concepts to be included in a concept map, the next step in our approach is to produce the text to be associated with each concept. Following most recent research on summarization, we will employ a process of first selecting sentences that are most representative of each concept and then modifying the resulting text to fit the needs of potential readers. In our setting, this second phase will focus on the constraint of producing concept maps that are appropriate for specified grade and reading levels.

Our next challenge is to identify the underlying relationships among the concepts discovered in the resources and student essays. Concept maps, of the kind we are considering, contain labeled and unlabeled binary relations between the concepts that make up the map. Our primary task here is, therefore, to create a system that can determine whether or not two concepts should be directly linked in the map, and if so what label should be assigned to that connection. Following on work applying machine learning techniques to the extraction of both content [31] and discourse [32] relations in unstructured text, we propose to apply a similar approach to this problem. A two-phase supervised machine learning approach using Support Vector Machines (SVM) [33] will be followed. SVMs are a robust and principled method for creating classifiers from labeled training data that have proven to be extremely accurate when applied to a wide variety of language-related tasks [34-37]. In the first phase, an SVM classifier will be trained to make a binary classification as to whether two concepts should be related in a concept map or not. Following this phase, an N-way classifier will be trained to classify relations according to their type. The annotated materials developed during the expert study will be used, as well as additional materials specifically annotated for this purpose, to create appropriate testing and training materials for this task.

Finally, student essays tend to be short, often lacking in well-developed discourse structure and in appropriate vocabulary for the domain under consideration. Because of these constraints, the approach taken to summarizing digital educational resources is unlikely to succeed with student essays. Instead, our approach to generating concept map representations of student essays, takes an information extraction approach to summarization. In information extraction, unstructured documents are processed by identifying specific spans of text within the documents that correspond to pre-specified slots associated with reference frames that define the topic under consideration. This computational approach mimics how educational researchers originally employed the concept map used to plan a student interview as a template to capture content knowledge elicited from the student during the actual enactment of the interview [38]. In adopting this approach, we assume that a relevant reference concept map, which plays the role of a frame, is available to the system as student essays are processed. The system will first segment student essays into coherent units employing
techniques similar to those described above, and then align those units with the corresponding elements in the reference concept map.

Not surprisingly, most current information extraction systems are based on supervised machine learning approaches, where a system is trained to associate particular spans of text with particular slots through the use of annotated training data [39–42]. We will take a similar approach, where the concept maps generated from student essays developed during the expert study will play the role of our initial training material.

4.3 CLICK service implementation

We will design and implement a prototype of the CLICK Service using a task-centered design methodology [43] with teachers as design consultants. We will bring together teachers of science to explore educational practice issues related to effective conversational learning strategies. This workshop will focus on the discovery of conceptual breakdowns and appropriate remediation strategies using concept maps in education. The criteria for selecting workshop participants include instructional expertise in plate tectonics and experience integrating digital libraries into classroom practice. This workshop will elicit expert educational practice knowledge following a participatory design methodology [44] with teachers as cohorts. Workshop participants will develop rich educational use scenarios describing effective conversational interactions using concept maps with learners in the context of digital library–based instruction. These rich scenarios will be complemented with matching learning environment mockups co-designed with teachers.

The inventory of concept map operators and response types from the expert study, together with the rich scenarios and mockups from this teacher workshop, will inform our design and implementation of the CLICK Service prototype. The CLICK Service will be implemented as a web service, an architecture that facilitates integration of the Service’s capabilities into diverse learning environments. Figure 3 provides the architectural depiction of the CLICK web service.

![Figure 3. CLICK service architecture and components](image)

We are building on results from our prior research, namely the technical infrastructure of the Strand Map Service [8] to model educational concepts and to dynamically generate interactive concept map representations. The Strand Map Service generates concept-browsing interfaces that support educators and learners to locate digital library resources aligned with nationally recognized learning goals. To ensure that the CLICK prototype is usable by learners, we will conduct a usability evaluation with undergraduate students. Participants will be asked to engage in think-aloud protocols [45], as they complete representative tasks based on the workshop scenarios.

4.4 Educational impacts assessment

The customized conceptual support provided by the CLICK Service may influence student learning in two ways: (1) by supporting deeper learning processes (the ways in which students seek and evaluate information), and (2) by supporting students’ evolving scientific understanding (the ways in which they represent and integrate relevant content into prior domain knowledge).

Because we are interested in the rich comprehension processes in which students engage during science learning, we will use a mixed methods approach that combines quantitative and qualitative data to develop an integrated understanding of the behavioral and cognitive components of learning. Online behavioral tracking will be used to determine how learners approach a learning task. Verbal protocols will be used to provide more in-depth data on student cognition; verbal protocols are a key method for collecting and analyzing the rich cognitive data needed for studying complex learning processes [46, 47]. Finally, conceptual change also will be assessed by pre- and posttest concept maps produced by students.

We will complete a learning study that assesses students’ cognitive and behavioral processes when using either the CLICK Service or an existing digital library interface from DLESE. Because each student in the study will be receiving customized remediation based on their initial conceptual knowledge, we anticipate that a total of about 20 participants will be needed to achieve the appropriate statistical power for assessment. Students initially will generate a concept map that illustrates their understanding of the domain. Student actions and verbalizations will be recorded as students use the CLICK Service or the DLESE interface to complete a series of short science-based learning tasks (e.g., Where do the deepest earthquakes tend to occur? Why?) After learning, students again will generate a concept map. Resulting data and analyses will address two important potential outcomes, specifically whether the CLICK Service can be demonstrated to promote concept-based learning processes and to scaffold science understanding. Two types of data will be used in conjunction: behavioral process data and verbal protocol data.

**Behavioral Process Data.** Each participant’s interactions with the computer interface will be recorded and analyzed. This behavioral data will address the online learning processes used by a student. Behavioral data will be coded for type of activity (e.g., resource selection, keyword searching, concept selection, backtracking) and duration (e.g., time spent on a resource – longer engagement may lead to increased understanding). Analyses will include assessment of favored processes (e.g., most frequent activities), process variation (in a student’s activities), overall time on task, and time allotted to learning behaviors.

**Verbal Protocol Data.** Transcribed verbal data will be separated into complex propositions [48, 49] and coded according to the type of comprehension process represented. Categories to be analyzed include paraphrasing, monitoring, elaborations, inferences, errors, revisions, and connections. These categories allow identification of more shallow versus deeper comprehension processes (e.g.,
paraphrasing versus inferencing). Understanding the ways in which students process, integrate, and monitor knowledge during learning will allow critical evaluation of the effectiveness of the CLICK Service in supporting science understanding. In addition, changes in the content and organization of students’ concept maps will be analyzed to characterize and assess conceptual learning effects.

5 PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

We have been working collaboratively with science domain and instructional design experts in the selection of representative digital library resources on Changes in the Earth’s Surface, more specifically earthquakes and plate tectonics. In addition, the experts have individually created concept maps for the selected resources. The experts have also participated in a one hour think-aloud session during the construction of a concept map. Concomitant to this expert study, we have also engaged in the evaluation of MEAD, a state-of-the-art open source multi-document summarizer [50], as the NLP tool of choice to identify concepts across selected digital library resources [51, 52].

Preliminary analysis of the verbal protocols collected during the expert concept mapping think-aloud sessions indicate that human experts bring significant “external knowledge” to bear on the construction of concept maps. Science domain experts scan the digital library resources looking for specific concepts based on their knowledge of the subject matter. This scanning behavior may result in the filtering out of significant portions of the text contained in the digital library resource. Similarly, instructional design experts are particularly mindful of concepts represented in the National Science Education Standards (NSES) [53], including both domain knowledge and information about the nature of science. For instance, while science domain experts check a digital library resource on earthquakes and plate tectonics to make sure it covers all three types of faults (i.e., divergent, convergent and transform), instructional experts also look for concepts illustrating how science is made (i.e., observations lead to models and theories).

Our initial evaluation of MEAD involves generating summaries of sets of digital library resources on earthquakes and plate tectonics and comparing the resulting summary sentences to the concepts selected by a human annotator to represent the same set of resources. Preliminary analysis of the automatically generated concepts and the human-generated concept maps indicate a granularity mismatch between the selected concepts. Human-generated concept maps show a tendency towards depicting more complete concept networks including concept units below the sentence level, while MEAD operates at the sentence level. For instance, the concepts related to secondary waves selected by a human annotator include the following concepts:

- Secondary or S-waves
- S-Waves move through solids, but not liquids or gases
- If you and a friend have ever held a jump rope between you, you probably moved the rope up and down like a whip
- S-Waves cause the rock particles to move at right angles to the direction of the wave

Meanwhile the concepts selected by MEAD using the default feature scoring and sentence ranking algorithms and a 20% sentence compression factor includes only the following concept related to secondary waves:

- A secondary, or S wave moves through the earth causing the rock particles to move at right angles to the direction of the wave.

The default MEAD configuration attends solely to linguistic features of the input text (i.e., centroid, position, and length) and uses percent of sentences to establish the relevant length for the summary. As a result, the generated concepts lack any educational relevance or conceptual completeness awareness. For instance, while a human annotator may include concepts related to primary, secondary and surface waves, the default MEAD summary does not include any mention of primary waves. In the context of the CLICK Service implementation, such omissions would result in the generation of incomplete reference concept maps with very limited educational usefulness.

Given our initial evaluation of the MEAD summarizer and the preliminary observations from our think aloud sessions with human experts, it is clear that traditional single-pass bottom-up approaches to multi-document summarization would provide results of very limited use for online learning environments. To generate concepts from multiple digital library sources for educational purposes requires the introduction of a more sophisticated summarization approach that allows for the encoding of both domain and instructional design knowledge. Based on these findings, we are enhancing the MEAD summarizer by defining and computing a sentence scoring feature based on the pedagogical significance of the terms present in each sentence. Currently, we are considering a domain ontology [54], the NSES [53], and encyclopedic entries as the basis for this feature computation. We are expecting this approach to inject the science domain and instructional design knowledge necessary to identify the full complement of educationally relevant concepts.

Finally, all science domain and instructional design experts consistently made verbal references and demonstrated concept map construction techniques illustrating the use of a secondary notation based on layout and graphical cues consistent with expert diagramming behaviors [55]. This observation is particularly relevant because none of our expert participants had significant prior experience with concept mapping activities. Further coding of the audio and visual protocols should serve to elucidate the role domain expertise plays on the use and nature of secondary graphical notations in concept mapping for educational purposes.

These preliminary findings have also served to confirm the effectiveness of our research methods. The combination of qualitative studies with human experts with quantitative computational methods enables us to capture human expertise related to the tasks of concept map construction and student knowledge assessment and intervention design. This human expertise knowledge becomes a key aspect of our computational solutions. This approach is of particular importance in educational settings where much of the human knowledge is tacit and highly contextualized, hence extremely valuable for the construction of effective educational web services and online learning environments.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The resulting CLICK prototype should serve as a model for future learning tools that can radically improve science education through individualized knowledge representation and customized remediations using digital library resources. It is widely recognized
that the design of learning environments and instructional strategies can be greatly improved through a well-developed and concrete understanding of common learner conceptions for a science topic. Prior research, conducted through painstaking investigations spanning at least a decade, has developed a significant knowledge base of common student conceptions and difficulties in mathematics and physics [56, 57]. However, relatively little is known about student conceptions and difficulties in the natural sciences. This research has the potential to establish an entirely new and automatic method for identifying and representing essential science concepts that characterize deep knowledge of a targeted science topic. In addition, there are currently no automatic or efficient mechanisms for identifying student conceptual needs. This research will develop and test a fundamentally new method, using state-of-the-art natural language processing techniques, to address this important educational problem.

While the primary goal of this work is the creation of the CLICK Service, we are also pursuing the design and development of innovative online learning environments that exploit the affordances of the Service. The CLICK Service enables the emergence of innovative pedagogical approaches within digital library-based learning environments. For instance, we are designing educational scaffolds to support the construction of scientific explanations in SciNews Online, an online report writing environment for students to investigate the “science behind the news” [58], by making the generated CLICK domain and learner models open and scrutatable.
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